Steven Kasher Gallery is opening a new exhibition featuring the photographic work of Fred W. McDarrah in exhibition entitled *The Artist’s World*. The exhibition will feature over 150 vintage prints, including the original book prints for the 1961 publication *The Artist’s World in Pictures*. Fred W. Born in Brooklyn, McDarrah bought his first camera at the 1939 World’s Fair in New York City. He served as a U.S. Army paratrooper in Occupied Japan at the end of World War II, camera usually in hand, and then earned a Journalism degree from New York University on the G.I. Bill. When a neighbor told McDarrah he was starting a newspaper to be called The Village Voice, McDarrah signed on. He was associated with the paper for the rest of his life. He is survived by his wife Gloria and sons.
Patrick and Timothy, who now proudly carry on his legacy. His archive of over 35,000 vintage prints has been represented by Steven Kasher Gallery since 2001.

Opening Reception: April 24th, 6 – 8 PM
Exhibition runs: April 24th - June 6th, 2015
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515 West 26th Street
New York, NY 10001